**Note:** The trim cap is normally one of the last items to be installed. This instruction only shows it attaching to a single Epicenter, on either side of a Privacy Screen, or ganged Epicenters. It is oversized for various ganging applications, and therefore it may need to be cut down to the appropriate length for installation.

1. Determine the desired location for the trim cap. Align the channel of the trim cap over the Epicenter(s) after all inserts are installed (Figure A).
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2. If the top cap is longer than the built epicenter/epicenter run, mark the location for cutting off the excess trim cap, then cut trim cap (Figure B).

![Figure B](image)
To install trim cap, hook one side of cap into mating Epicenter part. Then snap other side of cap down by applying downward pressure (Figure C). If the top cap does not snap into the top of the epicenter, use pliers and/or mallet to help push in or pull out troublesome sections of the epicenter (See Figure D).

Figure C

(Shown without end trim installed for clarity)

Figure D

(Pull out or push in epicenter “fingers” to better engage top cap)